
Venio� 
Lightning Fast, Al-Powered, End-to-End 
eDiscovery Platform 
Accurate Automated Processing and Al-Powered Review in the Cloud or On-Premises 

Key Benefits 

Lightning Fast, Automated 

Processing 

• Up to lOx faster processing (up

to 10 TB of data/day)

• Simultaneously process

multiple media and job types

• Reorder jobs with no data loss

or rework

Full-Featured, Al-Powered 

Review 

• Powerful alternative to more

expensive review-only

solutions

• Auto-collection for tiered

reviews

• Email thread view, social

network diagram, and mobile

data visualization

• TAR/CAL reduce data to be

reviewed up to 90%

lOx More Cost-Efficient 

eDiscovery 

• One platform and database for

processing, analytics, review,

and production

• Up to lOx lower licensing,

Infrastructure, and staffing

costs

• Flexible licensing for burst use

cases

VenioOne makes it easy for legal and investigative teams to rapidly 
uncover the most important information in the most complex of 
cases. With its lightning fast processing, Al-powered technology 
assisted review (TAR/CAL), deep analytics, and cloud and hybrid 
delivery, VenioOne provides everything you need to handle more 
cases with greater speed, accuracy, and predictability in a single 
cost-efficient eDiscovery platform. 

VenioOne enables you to automatically upload and process 
petabytes of data, cull, analyze and review millions of documents, 
and seamlessly produce required information within weeks rather 
than months or years and without the need for capital intensive 
licenses or infrastructure, large teams, and complex and 
unpredictable processes. 

VenioOne is easy to use and comes with modern, automated 
processing, analytics, review, and production in a single eDiscovery 
platform with no need for complex integrations and scripts. 
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Key Features 

Automated and Lightning Fast Processing 
VenioOne can process up to 10 TB of data per day and scale to 
process petabytes of data across thousands of cases and users 
either on-premises or in the cloud. With the platform's ability to 
simultaneously process multiple media, custodians, and job types, 
handle hundreds of types of data, and intelligent error handling, 
your team can focus on what's important and handle more cases 
leading to higher team productivity. Flexible job queue reordering 
with no data loss or rework means juggling ever-changing priorities 
won't cause missed deadlines. 

Full-Featured, Al-Powered, Assisted Review 
VenioOne comes with native, full-featured, self-learning, and easy 
to use review capability for linear and batched review, as well as 
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VenioOne 

PRODUCT BRIEF 

Self-Service Client Portal 

• Secure, browser-based
drag-and-drop uploads

• No need to ship data or
install software

• TAR/CAL reduce data to be

TAR and CAL. As reviewers begin reviewing, our machine learning 
engine reduces case data by up to 90% to surface what matters 
most in your case or investigation. Email thread views easily 
identify missing or deleted email content while our social network 
diagram provides a broad visualization of communications with 
the ability to drill down into individual conversations. 
Auto-collection enables tiered reviews and logical tagging makes 
legal review teams more productive and efficient. 

reviewed up to 90% End-to-End eDiscoveryThat Is l0x More Cost-Efficient 
Get a complete eDiscovery solution that comes with processing, 
analytics, review, and production in a single platform that 
eliminates the cost and friction of multiple solutions. This means 

that you no longer need to copy data across disparate solutions, build complex integrations and scripts, or 
deploy hundreds of servers on premises. Flexible licensing options for burst and cloud use cases further 
add to the cost-efficienciency of Venio's eDiscovery solution with up to lOx lower TCO compared to other 
eDiscovery platforms with similar capabilities. 

Self- Service Client Portal 
VenioOne OnDemand (VOD) provides a self-service UI for modern 
clients looking to cut time, cost, or the risk of litigation by 
uploading their own data to an eDiscovery platform. Our 
simplified and highly responsive, browser-based UI allows clients 
to create new cases, upload data, and easily perform analysis, 
searches, and simplified production on their own. Built-in 
collaboration features can be used with witnesses, experts, or 
others on the team throughout the case or investigation to either 
'invite to upload' or securely share portions of data without 
adding additional licenses. 

Smooth and Efficient Operations 
Get up to lOx higher team productivity by cutting time spent on 
tedious tasks, such as new case creation, tag and coding setup, 
review set generation, imports, exports and production. 
Customizable and automated workflows enabled by 
out-of-the-box wizards and templates ensure consistent and 
efficient processes from ingestion through production. This 
automation and guided workflows also leads to predictable 
quality and outcomes every time no matter who performs the 
task. 

Industry Leading NPS and Customer-Centric Vis ion 
Venio Systems has one of the highest N PS scores in the industry. 
We proactively reach out to our customers to collect feedback and 
discuss road maps and opportunities through regularly scheduled 
customer calls. All of this ensures that our vision is focused on 
what you need to grow your business. 
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